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Figure 1: Examples of the types of materials that can be created and rendered using the Adobe Standard Material.

Introduction

The latest version of the Adobe Standard Material has some non-obvious parameterization and implementa-
tion details that might be useful to others outside Adobe. We summarize a selection of the notable technical
details in this document, described from the perspective of our path-traced reference implementation in the
Adobe Mercury Rendering Engine.

This document does not cover every material parameter; for a full list of parameters, see the Adobe Substance
3D documentation [1] [2].

1 Energy conservation

One of the goals of the Adobe Standard Material is to enforce energy conservation while preserving reciprocity
in as many situations as possible. We focus on full energy conservation for the material’s base layer and
interior, specifically diffuse reflection, dielectric specular reflection and refraction, metallic specular reflection,
and volumes. For sheen and coat layers, we ensure that energy is not added.
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1.1 Diffuse term

For diffuse energy conservation, we use the solution presented by Ashikhmin, Premože and Shirley in their
2000 paper “A Microfacet-based BRDF Generator” [3]. This is essentially identical to the solution used by
Kelemen and Szirmay-Kalos [13] and Kulla and Conty [14]. We would like to satisfy the following:

• Reciprocity: We require that the diffuse term D is reciprocal, D(ωi, ωo) = D(ωo, ωi).

• Weak energy conservation: For any outgoing direction, we require that the combined BRDF (diffuse
plus microfacet) integrates to at most 1 over the incoming projected hemisphere.

• Strong energy conservation: In addition, we also require exact equality in the previous condition for
albedo ρ = 1. This means that an object with ρ = 1 should completely disappear in a white furnace.

• Separability: We would like our diffuse term to be in the form D(ωi, ωo) = ρ X(ωi) X(ωo), for some
hemispherical function X.

The unique diffuse term that satisfies the above conditions is:

D(ωi, ωo) =
ρ

π

(1− L(ωi))(1− L(ωo))

1− T
, (1)

where the T and L are precomputed integral tables of the specular component S(ωi, ωo), and are defined as
follows:

• Lobe integral: L(ωi) =
∫
H2 S(ωi, ωo)dσ⊥(ωo), where σ⊥(ωo) is projected solid angle measure, and

• Total integral: T = 1
π

∫
H2 L(ωi)dσ⊥(ωi).

We tabulate the functions similar to Ashikhmin et al. [3], with the one important difference that we use
the accurate Fresnel term instead of the Schlick term, which ends up requiring 3 instead of 2 dimensions
(incoming angle, roughness, and IOR). The correctness of our model can be checked by rendering an object
in a white furnace (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Left: a sphere with a red diffuse term and a microfacet specular term, in a white furnace (i.e an
environment with unit incoming radiance from all directions). Right: the same but with a perfectly white diffuse
albedo. The combined diffuse-specular material disappears, as predicted by strong energy conservation.

1.2 Rough metals and dielectrics

For reintroducing the energy lost by not accounting for microfacet multiple scattering in our microfacet
specular lobes, we follow the analogous approach of adding reciprocal separable correction terms, as described
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by Christopher Kulla and Alejandro Conty [14]. This applies to both metals and refractive dielectrics (e.g.
glass), and also requires 3D precomputed tables.

For metals, we further scale the multiple-scattering contribution by the square the base color to account
for the fact that all paths that contribute to it bounce at least twice from the microsurface. This does not
affect the strong energy conservation property when the reflectance is 1, but leads to more natural results
for colored reflectances.

2 Metals

Figure 3: A variety of metals rendered using F0 and F82-tint values derived from real measured spectral data. The
parameter values used can be found in Table 1.

For the metallic Fresnel term, we use a modified version of Naty Hoffman’s F82 model [9], which was in turn
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based on the Lazanyi–Schlick approximation [15]. We informally call this new formulation the “F82-tint”
model because it allows the edge tint to be applied multiplicatively rather than being used directly as the
reflectivity.

This formulation has the useful new property that it reduces to regular Schlick reflectivity when the edge
tint is set to white, which allows white to be used as a universal default value (Figure 4). Like the original
F82 model, this model can be used for creative control as the edge tint is clearly visible regardless of the
selected colors, and it can approximate the real Fresnel dip by using a custom reflectivity at approximately
82◦(Figure 3).

In our formulation, the edge cannot be made brighter than what would be produced by the standard Schlick
term (monotonically increasing reflectivity reaching white at 90◦), but in the case of real metals this is not a
limitation: to our knowledge, the required edge tint is always less than or equal to 1. This could be considered
a benefit, as it makes it impossible to produce physically implausible metals with excessively bright edges.

Figure 4: These renders of a sphere in a white furnace compare the original F82 model (left) and our F82-tint model
(right). The edge color is set to white in both cases. The original F82 model exhibits glowing edges that do not
conserve energy and would need to be clamped, while the F82-tint model produces a result identical to the standard
Schlick approximation to Fresnel. This means that a white edge color serves as an ideal, physically plausible default
value for the F82-tint model, essentially making edge tinting completely opt-in.

Mathematical details, a sample C++ implementation, and additional images can be found below.

2.1 Common formulas

cosθmax =
1

7
(2)

h = F (θmax) (3)

2.2 Formulas for the original F82 model

a =
r + (1− r)(1− cosθmax)5 − h

cosθmax(1− cosθmax)6
(4)

FF82(θ) = r + (1− r)(1− cosθ)5 − acosθ(1− cosθ)6 (5)
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2.3 Formulas for our F82-tint model

t =
h

r + (1− r)(1− cosθmax)5
(6)

b =
(r + (1− r)(1− cosθmax)5)(1− t)

cosθmax(1− cosθmax)6
(7)

FF82Tint(θ) = r + (1− r)(1− cosθ)5 − bcosθ(1− cosθ)6 (8)

2.4 Sample C++ implementation of our F82-tint model

vec3 metal_schlick_with_f82_tint(const vec3 f0, const vec3 f82_tint , const float cos_theta)

{

assert(cos_theta >= 0.0f);

constexpr float cos_theta_max = 1.0f / 7.0f;

constexpr float one_minus_cos_theta_max = 1.0f - cos_theta_max;

constexpr float one_minus_cos_theta_max_to_the_fifth = fifth_power(

one_minus_cos_theta_max);

constexpr float one_minus_cos_theta_max_to_the_sixth = sixth_power(

one_minus_cos_theta_max);

const vec3 r = f0;

const vec3 t = f82_tint;

const vec3 white_minus_r = vec3 (1.0f) - r;

const vec3 white_minus_t = vec3 (1.0f) - t;

const vec3 b_numerator = (r + white_minus_r * one_minus_cos_theta_max_to_the_fifth) *

white_minus_t;

constexpr float b_denominator = cos_theta_max * one_minus_cos_theta_max_to_the_sixth;

constexpr float b_denominator_reciprocal = 1.0f / b_denominator;

const vec3 b = b_numerator * b_denominator_reciprocal;

const float one_minus_cos_theta = 1.0f - cos_theta;

const vec3 offset_from_r = (white_minus_r - b * cos_theta * one_minus_cos_theta) *

fifth_power(one_minus_cos_theta);

const vec3 F_theta = r + offset_from_r;

return clamp(F_theta , 0.0f, 1.0f);

}

Figure 5: Some imaginary metals rendered using a few different models (Gulbrandsen [6], regular Schlick with
colored F90, our F82-tint) using the same base and edge colors, which are shown in the prototype UI screenshots at
the top.
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Table 1: Adobe Standard Material parameter values for F0 (“Base Color”) and F82 tint (“Specular Edge Color”),
calculated using measured spectral data and the full Fresnel equations.

Metal F0 (linear Rec. 709) F82 tint (linear Rec. 709) F0 (8-bit sRGB) F82 tint (8-bit sRGB)
Ag (0.9868, 0.9830, 0.9667) (0.9929, 0.9961, 1.0000) (254, 253, 251) (254, 255, 255)
Al (0.9157, 0.9226, 0.9236) (0.9090, 0.9365, 0.9596) (245, 246, 246) (245, 248, 250)
Au (1.0000, 0.7099, 0.3148) (0.9408, 0.9636, 0.9099) (255, 219, 152) (248, 251, 245)
Cr (0.5496, 0.5561, 0.5531) (0.7372, 0.7511, 0.8170) (196, 197, 196) (223, 225, 233)
Cu (1.0000, 0.6504, 0.5274) (0.9755, 0.9349, 0.9301) (255, 211, 192) (252, 248, 247)
Fe (0.8951, 0.8755, 0.8154) (0.8551, 0.8800, 0.8966) (243, 241, 233) (238, 241, 243)
Hg (0.7815, 0.7795, 0.7783) (0.8103, 0.8532, 0.9046) (229, 228, 228) (232, 238, 244)
Mg (0.8918, 0.8821, 0.8948) (0.8949, 0.9147, 0.9504) (242, 241, 243) (243, 245, 249)
Ni (0.7014, 0.6382, 0.5593) (0.8134, 0.8352, 0.8725) (218, 209, 197) (233, 236, 240)
Pd (0.7363, 0.7023, 0.6602) (0.8095, 0.8369, 0.8739) (223, 218, 212) (232, 236, 240)
Pt (0.9602, 0.9317, 0.8260) (0.9501, 0.9461, 0.9352) (250, 247, 234) (249, 249, 248)
Ti (0.4432, 0.3993, 0.3599) (0.8627, 0.9066, 0.9481) (178, 169, 162) (239, 244, 249)
Zn (0.8759, 0.8685, 0.8542) (0.8769, 0.9037, 0.9341) (241, 240, 238) (241, 244, 247)

3 Anisotropy

For anisotropic specular reflection and refraction, we use a custom parameterization that allows anisotropy
to easily be added to a zero-roughness or low-roughness surface, which is a common use case.

We base our implementation for anisotropic reflection off of an ellipsoid normal distribution function [17] and
sample the GGX distribution according to Heitz [7].

For roughness r and anisotropy a, we calculate the two scaling roughness parameters αx and αy according
to the following:

αx = r2 + a4 (9)

αy = r2 (10)

The α values may be clamped if desired, though this is not necessary. This formulation allows for control
of the anisotropy independent of base roughness, but preserving a relative change in anisotropy if roughness
increases. The use of a fourth power in the a4 term accounts for the fact that when roughness is low, the
specular highlight is spread more linearly and therefore brightens more quickly—a2 would grow the αu in a
proportional fashion to roughness, but squaring the term again allows a more perceptually-intuitive result.
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Figure 6: The anisotropy parameter vs. roughness parameter, showing the general independence between the two
over the parameter space. Note that anisotropy is possible even with roughness 0.

The x and y directions are rotated according to the anisotropy rotation parameter φa, which is normalized
over the [0, 2π] domain.

There is a potential for artifacts at the boundary between texels representing 0 and 2π, but this can be
alleviated by sampling and converting to the orthonormal bases for the x and y tangent directions before
interpolating adjacent pixels. Alternatively, the resolution of the rotation texture can be increased.
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Figure 7: The translation of a tiled grayscale texture to anisotropy rotation. Note that while there is a discontinuity
at the zero angle in the texture, there is not a discontinuity in the resultant anisotropy.

4 Dispersion

Figure 8: A close-up of the image produced by refraction of a sliver of white light through a material with our
artist-friendy “Dispersion” parameter derived from the Abbe number for N-FK58 glass. Although we only support
RGB rendering, we get plausible results by stochastically selecting appropriate wavelengths for each color channel.

A common way of quantifying the amount of dispersion inherent in the refraction of a given material is by
using the Abbe number,

Vd =
nd − 1

nF − nC
, (11)

where the n variables represent refractive indices and the subscripts represent particular Fraunhofer lines
(Abbe originally used D, but today d is more common) [10]. However, as an input to specify the amount
of dispersion in a material model, the Abbe number is not ideal: it is not intuitive, it does not produce
perceptually linear results, and it requires a special case or a value of infinity to disable dispersion entirely.
This is because the Abbe number is actually inversely related to the amount of dispersion, with lower numbers
signifying higher dispersion and higher numbers signifying lower dispersion.

Ideally we would have a parameterization that is both artist-friendly and can be set according to a physical
value. A good starting point could be the reciprocal of the Abbe number, which is also known as the relative
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mean dispersion. Rather than using the reciprocal directly, which would result in very small values for the
“Dispersion” parameter, we would like to scale the reciprocal so that a parameter value of 1 produces the
maximum plausible amount of dispersion. Since real Abbe numbers for known materials range from about
20 to 95, we would like an input of 1 to correspond to a reciprocal Abbe number of 1/20.

The simplest mapping that meets our requirements is

Dispersion =
20

Vd
. (12)

This maps all of the realistic glass Abbe numbers into [0, 1], where the default value of 0 corresponds to no
dispersion and 1 corresponds to the highest amount of realistic dispersion (values beyond 1 can be used to
further enhance the effect of dispersion beyond realistic levels). And by being based on the reciprocal of the
Abbe number, this parameterization ensures that visible color spread increases approximately linearly with
the “Dispersion” parameter (the reciprocal of the Abbe number is proportional to the change in the IOR
across the spectrum and the angle of refraction varies approximately linearly with the index at these scales)
(Figure 9).

Table 2: Examples of the “Dispersion” parameter values corresponding to real materials.

Material IOR (nd) Abbe number (Vd) “Dispersion” (20/Vd)
N-FK58 1.456 90.90 0.2200
N-BK7 1.517 64.17 0.3117

N-BAK4 1.569 55.98 0.3573
water 1.333 55.78 0.3586

diamond 2.417 55.30 0.3617
F2 1.620 36.37 0.5499

N-SF66 1.923 20.88 0.9579

Furthermore, the inverse mapping from the “Dispersion” parameter to the Abbe number takes the same
simple form: the Abbe number can easily be derived from the parameter using

Vd =
20

Dispersion
. (13)

This fact is used inside the renderer where the mapping from Abbe number to wavelength-dependent IORs
is based on the basic form of Cauchy’s equation (which is about the best we can do without additional
information such as the partial dispersions). We sample a wavelength for each RGB color channel (Figure
8), calculate a vector of IORs instead of just one, and vectorize the relevant Fresnel calculations. Since the
different three IORs result in three different refracted directions for a single microfacet normal, we effectively
treat the transmission component of the specular lobe as three separate lobes. This allows us to select
one of these lobes with a probability proportional to the current path throughput and combine all of their
contributions together using multiple importance sampling [16], which automatically eliminates colorful noise
as the roughness is increased (Figure 10).

Figure 9: Different values of the “Dispersion” parameter (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1).
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Figure 10: These images show how the noise from dispersion becomes less colorful as the roughness increases (from
0 to 0.1 to 0.3 in this case).

5 Subsurface scattering

In order to achieve the maximum realism and visual quality, we render subsurface scattering using volumetric
path tracing, we derive all of the color from absorption by default (as if it is the result of colored pigments),
and we support optimal distance importance sampling in volumes with chromatic extinction.

There are two primary parameters: a scalar “Scattering Distance” and an RGB “Scattering Color”. We first
derive the single-scattering albedo from the “Scattering Distance” using the formula from Kulla [14]. Ideally
the refractive index, roughness, and any renderer-specific factors would be incorporated as well.

We then derive the extinction of the color channel with the brightest albedo:

const float min_extinction = 1.0f / clamped_scattering_distance;

The other channels will share the same scattering coefficient and have absorption coefficients at least as high,
or higher if the scattering color is non-gray.

Next, we calculate color-channel extinctions such that min extinction is maintained, scattering coefficients
match, and color comes only from absorption. Color from absorption is more common in the real world (e.g.,
absorbing pigments in an otherwise purely scattering medium) and tends to produce richer visuals. This
default formulation works well for common solid and liquid objects such as plastic, cloth, plants, food, etc.
Gray extinction with complementary anticorrelated absorption and scattering colors is common in computer
graphics but would be less physically plausible. Specifically, we multiply the extinction of each color channel
by the max albedo over the albedo of that color channel bring the scattering coefficients in line:

vec3 extinction = vec3(min_extinction);

const float max_albedo = max3(albedo);

if (max_albedo > 0.0f)

{

// The max extinction can only be this many times bigger than the min extinction.

constexpr float max_multiplier = 1e3f;

constexpr float inverse_max_multiplier = 1.0f / max_multiplier;

const vec3 multiplier = vec3(max_albedo) / max(albedo , vec3(max_albedo *

inverse_max_multiplier));

extinction *= multiplier;

}

We do allow per-channel scaling of the extinction (via the RGB “Scattering Distance Scale” parameter) to
produce arbitrary chromatic extinction that might be found in exotic or imaginary volumes, but that is more
flexibility than is usually required.
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As a simpler and more physically based option for common cases such as milk, stones, and air, we offer
a control that scales the extinction coefficients to approximate Rayleigh scattering rather than uniform
scattering across the color channels (Figure 11). This “Rayleigh Scattering” control simply linearly blends
between uniform scattering when it is set to 0 and Rayleigh scattering when set to 1. The green channel
is held constant and the red and blue channels pivot around it to approximate the inverse fourth-power
relationship of the scattering coefficient with respect to the wavelength (we do not use the Rayleigh phase
function). Here is a sample implementation for an RGB renderer:

// Apply Rayleigh extinction adjustment to allow

// physically based wavelength -dependent scattering.

// The physically plausible range is [0, 1] but using [-1, 2]

// allows more artistic flexibility while ensuring that the

// extinction coefficient does not go to zero or go negative.

const float clamped_rayleigh = clamp(scatter_rayleigh , -1.0f, 2.0f);

if (clamped_rayleigh != 0.0f)

{

// The following wavelengths are chosen to have similar relative spacing ,

// to allow close fitting of measured data (i.e., Jensen 2001), and

// to be centered within the red , green , and , blue parts of the spectrum.

// The implementation could alternatively use the

// actual wavelength(s) associated with the ray.

constexpr float red_wavelength_nm = 640.0f;

constexpr float green_wavelength_nm = 540.0f;

constexpr float blue_wavelength_nm = 460.0f;

// Adjust red and blue extinctions around fixed green extinction.

// The goal is introduce wavelength -dependent scattering while

// keeping the apparent overall density unchanged.

extinction.r *= mix (1.0f, fourth_power(green_wavelength_nm / red_wavelength_nm),

clamped_rayleigh);

extinction.b *= mix (1.0f, fourth_power(green_wavelength_nm / blue_wavelength_nm),

clamped_rayleigh);

}

Figure 11: Comparison of the skim milk from Table 3 without and with Rayleigh scattering enabled. In each render,
the three objects (from left to right) are an undiluted drinking-glass-sized object, a drinking-glass-sized object with
the volume diluted 16×, and an undiluted wedge with some area lights behind it. The lighting and environment are
shades of gray; all color comes from the volumes.

Finally, we also provide a “Scattering Red Shift” control that decreases the extinction of the red channel
and is specifically designed to help achieve the appearance of skin, especially when used with the “Rayleigh
Scattering” control.

Even when the aforementioned modifiers on the extinction are not used, our volumes always have chromatic
extinction except when the albedo is gray. As a result, it is very important that we optimally sample
interaction distances. In particular, in order to calculate the final distance-sampling PDF, we blend together
the individual color-channel PDFs based on the albedo and the current path throughput (Figure 12) [4].

Another problem that can arise when using volumetric path tracing is that low-poly meshes with dense
scattering look faceted. Even though the normal might be interpolated across the face of each polygon,
the actual geometric volume is still enclosed inside the faceted surface. In order to eliminate these artifacts
(Figure 13), we use a very similar approach to the one Veach [16] presented to eliminate the discontinuities
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Figure 12: Equal-samples comparison of volumes with 100% albedo and highly chromatic extinction rendered before
and after taking the albedo and throughput into account during distance sampling.

that arise when rendering a faceted mesh with particle tracing. The real cosine term is not the one we want,
so we introduce the one we do want through a ratio. In particular, when a shadow ray originating from a
volume scattering event is emerging from the object containing the volume, and if the shadow ray is allowed
to pass straight through the transparent surface of the object, we multiply the shadow ray’s transmission by
this compensation factor:

|ωi ·Ns|
|ωi ·Ng|

. (14)

Figure 13: To avoid faceting artifacts on dense volumes inside low-poly objects (left), we apply a compensation
factor to transmitted shadow rays (right).
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Table 3: Measured material properties from Jensen [12] mapped into our model.

Material “Scattering Distance” “Scattering Color” “Rayleigh Scattering”
Apple 0.04374 (1, 0.9168, 0.7063) 0

Chicken1 0.4118 (0.4947, 0.2785, 0.2320) 0.7311
Chicken2 0.3758 (0.5036, 0.2849, 0.2011) 0.3979
Cream 0.01762 (0.9881, 0.9492, 0.8478) 0

Ketchup 0.7588 (0.2909, 0.01392, 0.004071) 0
Marble 0.03920 (0.9312, 0.9130, 0.8941) 0.2430
Potato 0.1494 (0.8724, 0.7717, 0.3631) 0

Skimmilk 0.08511 (0.9022, 0.9011, 0.8203) 0.7501
Skin1 0.1117 (0.6250, 0.3836, 0.2394) 0.2397
Skin2 0.06750 (0.7790, 0.6224, 0.5291) 0.3844

Spectralon 0.006030 (1, 1, 1) 0.2535
Wholemilk 0.03228 (0.9532, 0.9389, 0.8694) 0.3016

Figure 14: Example renders of a variety of the measured materials in Table 3: Chicken1, Ketchup, Potato, Skimmilk,
Skin1, Skin2, and Wholemilk. The scene setup is described in Figure 11.
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6 Sheen

The goal of the sheen (“peach fuzz”) feature is to cheaply simulate the effect of tiny hairs / fibers sticking
out of the surface, without modeling them explicitly. A previous model by Conty and Kulla [5] can be used
for the same purpose, and is based on a standard microfacet BRDF but with a special microfacet normal
distribution approximating the normals of the fibers. However, we found the effect computed with their
approach is more muted than our artists desired.

Our solution is to derive an analytic layered BRDF model, by adding a single-scattering microflake layer on
top of another arbitrary BSDF. In our specific application, we use SGGX fiber microflakes with vertical axes;
however, the theory works for any microflakes and could be used for other purposes beyond sheen, such as
for general layering of microflake-based materials.

The microflake distribution and phase function was first introduced in [11]. Further work by [18] introduced
a distribution with more practical importance sampling. The SGGX distribution [8] is the most convenient
for our purposes, and our BRDF uses its fiber-like version.

6.1 Summary

The resulting sheen BRDF is defined as

fr(ωi, ωo) =
caD(h)G(ωi, ωo)

4 cos θi · cos θo
, (15)

where the result is defined to be zero if any input vector is not in the upper hemisphere. Here a is the product
of sheen amount and sheen color, c is an optional constant to make the effect brighter, and h is the half
vector. The definitions of the D and G terms are as follows:

D(h) =
1

πrt2
, where t = h2x + h2y + (

hz
r

)2, (16)

where r is the sheen roughness (we do not apply squaring, unlike surface microfacet distributions), and

G(ωi, ωo) =
1− exp(−p(Λ(ωi) + Λ(ωo)))

Λ(ωi) + Λ(ωo)
. (17)

where we currently set the parameter p = 1 (product of microflake density and layer thickness). Finally,

Λ(ω) =
σ(ω)

ωz
, where σ(ω) =

√
ω2
x + ω2

y + (rωz)2. (18)

Note that the definitions of function D, Λ and σ assume unit vectors in the local shading frame as inputs.
The above result can be derived by integrating over scattering positions at every depth in the microflake
layer.

Some notes:

• The model only depends on the product of thickness and optical density (extinction coefficient), rather
than depth and density separately. For simplicity, we set their product p = 1, since the sheen amount
parameter can already produce variations similar to varying this product.

• Note the similarity of the form of Equation 15. The “shadowing/masking term” G can be larger than
1 (though the model is still energy-conserving).

• We set the constant c to 2, as we found that the resulting BRDF is still energy-conserving with this
setting. The reason is that we are ignoring multiple scattering, so there is significant headroom left for
scaling the BRDF up without breaking energy conservation. Several artists expressed a desire for the
range of achievable sheen brightness to be as large as possible; see Figure 15.

• We use the albedo scaling technique to layer the sheen effect on top of any other BRDF. This entails
precomputing a 2D integral table of the sheen BRDF for any combination of incoming angle and
roughness.
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roughness 0.2 roughness 0.4 roughness 0.6 roughness 0.8

Figure 15: Top: the sheen BRDF of Conty and Kulla. Middle: our unscaled sheen BRDF. Bottom: our sheen
BRDF scaled up by c = 2. The bottom variant was seen as most desirable by artists, due to having the brightest
intensity as well as the strongest grazing effect at low roughness.

7 Coat

Figure 16: Different materials without and with coats.

Our coat feature attempts to simulate the physical behavior of a dielectric coating in some ways but breaks
physics in certain other ways in order to enhance art directability and ensure that the base surface can be
efficiently importance sampled.
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Table 4: Coat design decisions.

Physically-based properties Non-physically-based properties
Relative IOR of base surface affected by coat IOR No darkening of base surface due to internal reflection

from coat and subsequent absorption
Coat does not add energy Rays do not change direction as they cross the coat

interface
View-dependent coat tinting as if color is from ab-
sorbing medium

Roughness of base surface not affected by coat rough-
ness

Because our coat does not bend refracted rays, our renders are subject to total internal reflection visible on
the outside of the base surface (Figure 17). To solve this, we invert the relative IOR of the base surface if it
is below 1. This is a physically inspired solution, since real refraction ensures that the reflection coefficient
on the front and the back of a dielectric sheet is the same along a given path.

Figure 17: To avoid unrealistic total-internal-reflection artifacts caused by not bending rays (left), we invert the
relative IOR of the base surface if it ends up below 1 (right).

One of the interesting aspects of our coat implementation is that the user-specified coat color is not applied
directly as a multiplier but is instead interpreted as an overall color that should be reached by volumetric
absorption in the coating medium. We employ a heuristic to tint the underlying surface based on the viewing
angle. The color becomes darker and more saturated at the edges and lighter and less saturated in the middle
(Figure 18).
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Figure 18: Uniform tint (left) vs. view-dependent tint (right) on white diffuse base surface (top) and white rough
glass base surface (bottom).
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